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If you have hard copy applications and want to make them accessible online, you can do so using a hypertext mark-up language (HTML) renderer. Forms can be in any format, such as a job application form, product or service order form, or a financial request form to open an investment account. The benefit of online
forms is that users can fill them in at the leisure and privacy of their home. Choose an online application renderer, such as Doc Stoc or Adobe. Follow the instructions of the application renderer to create a form. Using your printed copy app information, include your company name, phone number and address, as well as a
contact email. Enter all fields that the printed copy contains, including the requester's name, phone number, mobile phone number, home address, and email address. Copy any other fields printed in the printed copy application, such as reason for application, requesting position or service or product being purchased,
and shipping method or initial investment amount or purchase price. Include an upload or attachment option. Using the features of the application renderer, create an upload or attachment tool. Render and integrate HTML code. Finalize and save the project and capture or copy the HTML code generated by the
application renderer. Paste the HTML code into the editor function of your site. Republish your site so that the changes take effect. Test the application. Go to your website and navigate to the app. Complete the application and attach or upload a document. Submit the application and review the results. Make edits as
needed and republish your site to reflect the changes. By Amy Dombrower Virtually any document can be converted to Portable Document Format (PDF) using Adobe Acrobat software. You can create a PDF from scratch (a blank page), import an existing document, such as a web page, Word document, or other file
type, or scan a paper document into the PDF format. To convert a scanned document, your best option is to scan the file directly through Adobe Acrobat. Connect the scanner to the computer. Place a paper document correctly on the scanning bed. Click the File menu. Select Create PDF, Scanner, custom scan. The
Scan dialog box will appear. Select the installed scanner. Choose other scanning options, such as color and resolution, side double scanning (if scanner allows), paper size, and you'll be asked to scan more pages. Click Scan. The paper document will be scanned directly into a PDF document in Acrobat. Select Scan
more pages if requested and has multiple documents. Click Scan is complete when you're done. The free, web-based PDF-to-Word converter turns static PDF files into Word documents with surprising and reliable accuracy. It's in closed beta now, but but readers can arrive early. Made by the same people behind the
previously mentioned PDF Download browser add-on for Firefox and Internet Explorer, along with the well-received Nitro PDF Professional, the PDF-to-Word converter is a bit simpler. You upload a PDF, choose Word or Rico text format, and fork your email address. RTF files are, well, as good as straight text can be.
Word results, however, are impressively true to its original PDF, with lines, graphics, boxes, and other elements retained and organized into fluid layouts. For windows only: PDF Download, the firefox extension mentioned earlier that improves... Read more This will give many of us a pause to think —many PDFs contain
information we don't want exactly floating around. Assuming that the email you're getting your conversions in is secure, here's what nitro says about your PDF-to-Word tool: Your filesPDF files you upload for conversion are deleted right after they're converted. The DOC/RTF files we generate are deleted immediately after
we send them an email. At no time are your files scanned or touched by the administrator of our PDF-to-Word service. Your email address The email address you use to receive your converted files will never be used to send unsolicited or sold emails. G/O Media may receive a commission If it's okay with you, or if you
just plan to deliver PDFs that don't contain your essential details, here are some details on what it looks like. Here's a side-by-side comparison of the standard form irs W9 for independent contractor payment:Even with more complex PDFs and designers, as this art gallery opening invitation, PDF-to-Word compensates by
making text editable and combining it very closely with the original fonts. Here is a partial screenshot of the PDF (opened in Foxit Reader):And the result of a PDF-word conversion:I had no protected PDFs to experiment with the service, but my guess is that they would work very well, since the webapp seems to be
simply ripping the elements from the originals and calculating the placement of best practices in a Word file. PDF-to-Word is in closed beta now, but use the lifehackers beta code and a valid email to enter. Our readers receive 2,000 invitations, so act sooner or later if you get intrigued. PDF-to-Word is free to use (while in
beta), requires an enrolled one. Convert PDF to Word (DOC) Online [NitroPDF Software] Earlier this month, I attended Content Marketing World, a legal conference that focuses on the intersection of brand and journalism. The week was ready for networking, and I traded several business cards with publishers companies
that hire writers. When I came back, I was eager to keep up, and in my hurry I apparently made a big mistake: I sent emails that started with Just Checking. Yes, in retrospect I realize it was very lame. In fact, John Sherer, former blogger for calls it selfish and useless. We're not just checking, we're trying to accomplish
something, he writes. You admit that you are checking for the sake of checking in and have no real value added. There! Why is this so bad, and what should I have done instead? It's just a word of permission, in a way - a warm-up for a request, an apology for interrupting, a timid knock on a door before asking Can I get
something I need from you? says Ellen Petry Leanse, who instructs an Enlightened Innovation class at Stanford University and is the founder of Karmahacks.com, a website that offers tips on trust and well-being. When you start a conversation with the word only, you turn it into a parent/child transaction, where you are
the child asking permission from a person to whom you have granted authority and control, she says. There are times when we need something from other people, and we don't have to apologize for asking, petry leanse says. Does that make me wonder where we mix in the exchange of values? What would happen if
we depersonalized the conversation and simply asked for an exchange? To understand how you represent yourself, Petry Leanse suggests visiting your sent email folder and reading past messages. You're your own best teacher, she says. Look at what you wrote without being self-critical. Is that how you want to
appear? Then decide how you can improve. It's easier to get feedback from yourself than other people's feedback. Moving on, it's important to pay attention to how you speak and write. When you catch yourself using the word only as an introductory statement, it can be a sign that you are devaluing yourself in exchange.
Ask yourself: what's going on under the surface? Then reframe the conversation by focusing on what you want to happen as a result of email or conversation. The more authentic you can communicate, the better you'll express the value you have to offer, says Petry Leanse: Remember that what you want is a legitimate
request, she says. I thrill and respectfully ask for what you need. Notice that you are offering a value that is beneficial to the other person. Use this as your guiding principle, and don't apologize to anyone for asking for it. After writing your email, Petry Leanse suggests waiting to press send. Reread what you wrote and
make sure that's how you want to represent yourself. The way we use language helps us appear in our best role, she says. Focus on your intention, and what you want to accomplish. This is an ongoing practice; When you pay attention, you can get better and better over time.
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